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Books for Adults: Fiction & Non-Fiction 

Fiction Titles
THE SNOW KIMONO by Mark Henshaw - Text Publishing (9781922182340) • $20.95 • PB • 416 
pp • May 2015 • Fiction / Literature
A quarter of a century after the best-selling, multi-award-winning Out of the Line of Fire, Mark 
Henshaw returns with a novel that is both a psychological thriller and an unforgettable meditation on 
love and loss, memory and its deceptions, and the things that bind us to others.

AQUARIUM by David Vann - Grove/Atlantic (9780802123527) • $30.95 • HC • 272 pp • February 
2015 • Fiction/Literature

Relentless and heartbreaking, primal and redemptive, Aquarium is a transporting story from one of the 
best American writers of our time.

JAM ON THE VINE by LaShonda Barnett - Grove/Atlantic (9780802123343) • $30.95 • HC • 336 
pp • December 2014 • Fiction/Historical

A new American classic: a dynamic tale of triumph against the odds and the compelling story of one 
woman's struggle for equality that belongs alongside Jazz by Toni Morrison and The Color Purple by 
Alice Walker.

An utterly convincing and moving look at the beauty and perils of consciousness.

With imaginAsian and a flair for the rap lyric, Jon Chan Simpson mashes up the (graphicless) graphic 
novel and the second-generation-immigrant narrative to forge a bold new vision of what the novel can 
be.

THE SYMPATHIZER by Viet Thanh Nguyen - Grove/Atlantic (9780802123459) • $33.95 • HC • 
384 pp • April 2015 • Fiction/Literature

The Sympathizer is the story of a man of two minds, someone whose political beliefs clash with his 
individual loyalties.

!

FIFTEEN DOGS by Andre Alexis - Coach House Books (9781552453056) • $17.95 • PB • 160 pp • 
April 2015 • Fiction/Literature  !

!

!

CHINKSTAR by Jon Chan Simpson - Coach House Books (9781552453063) • $18.95 • PB • 250 
pp • June 2015 • Fiction/Literature  !

!

!

!
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THE WONDER GARDEN by Lauren Acampora - Grove/Atlantic (9780802123558) • $32.50 • HC 
• 368 pp • May 2015 • Fiction/Literature

Deliciously creepy and masterfully complex The Wonder Garden heralds the arrival of a phenomenal 
new talent in American fiction.

THE LOVED ONES by Mary-Beth Hughes - Grove/Atlantic (9780802122490) • $33.95 • HC • 320 
pp • June 2015 • Fiction/Literature

Years in the making, this is Hughes' astonishing and compulsively readable break out, a sweepingly 
cinematic novel of relationships defined by an era of glamour and decadence.

RUBBERNECKER by Belinda Bauer - Grove/Atlantic (9780802123961) • $30.95 • HC • 320 pp • 
August 2015 • Fiction/Thriller

A can’t-put-it-down page-turner from one of the finest voices in UK crime, Rubbernecker puts Belinda 
Bauer firmly on the map of world-class crime writers.

THE CHAPEL by Michael Downing - Counterpoint (9781619024953) • $32.50 • HC • 304 pp • 
April 2105 • Fiction/Literature

Tracking the hopes and heartaches and hangovers of a woman with a history of disappearing, The 
Chapel shows us that happiness is as fragile as a fresco by Giotto.

Gracelessland is a comic and despairing depiction of an unscrupulous family, filled with tender 
moments and calculated cruelties.

THE RED NOTEBOOK by Antoine Laurain - Gallic Books (9781908313867) • $19.50 • PB • 240 
pp • April 2015 • Fiction/Romance

Heroic bookseller Laurent Letellier comes across an abandoned handbag on a Parisian street.

!

!

!

 

!

GRACELESSLAND by Adam Lindsay Honsinger - Great Plains Publications (9781927855140) • 
$19.95 • PB • May 2015 • Fiction/Literature  !

!
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Jessamyn Hope's Safekeeping is a profound and moving novel about love, the inevitability of loss, and 
the courage it takes to keep starting over.

MINUS ME by Ingelin Rosalind - Oneworld Publications (9781780746944) • $14.50 • PB • 288 pp 
• July 2015 • Fiction/Young Adult

Minus Me is a gripping, addictive novel - written with heart-stopping emotional honesty - from one of 
Norway's most acclaimed young adult writers.

LIKE A WOMAN by Debra Busman - Dzanc Books (9781936873210) • $19.50 • PB • 204 pp • 
March 2015 • Fiction/Literature

Like Dorothy Allison's Bastard Out of Carolina, Debra Busman's Like A Woman is a vivid coming-of-
age story, revealing the lives of teenage girls on the streets of Los Angeles, trying to hold onto their 
sense of humanity against a backdrop of racism, poverty, sexism, and violence.

COVER IN 
PROGRESS

SHADOW OF THE HANGMAN by Edward Marston - Allison & Busby (9780749016814) • 
$39.95 • HC • 384 pp • March 2015 • Fiction/Mystery

In this first instalment of the Bow Street Rivals series a riot breaks out in Dartmoor prison, enabling 
some American inmates to escape.  The twin detectives Peter and Paul Skillen catch wind of a projected 
assassination but the target is unknown.  

THE BALMORAL INCIDENT by Alanna Knight - Allison & Busby (9780749017217) • $39.95 • 
HC • 288 pp • January 2015 • Fiction/Mystery

Rose McQuinn is invited to stay with her friend Olive who has a small cot- tage on the Balmoral estate. 
As Rose travels on the train with her trusty dog Vane and her niece Mabel, she wonders what exciting 
adventures await them at the Royal household. 

Non-Fiction Titles
STRENGTH BASED PARENTING by Mary Reckmeyer - Gallup Press (9781595620934) • 
$38.95 • HC • 320 pp • June 2015 • Personal Growth/Psychology

Strengths Based Parenting focuses on understanding your children's innate talents and strengths - what 
they're naturally good at and what they thrive doing - not their weaknesses and areas for improvement.

!

!

!

SAFEKEEPING by Jessamyn Hope - Fig Tree Books (9781941493069) • $20.95 • PB • 400 pp • 
June 2015 • Fiction/Literature  !

!
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THE WHEEL OF HEALING WITH AYURVEDA by Michelle S. Fondin - New World Library 
(9781608683529) • $20.95 • PB • 288 pp • May 2015 • Health/Alternative Therapies

Contemporary Westerners are rediscovering the gentle yet powerful Ayurveda and Fondin's superbly 
clear and accessible approach to the practice shows why.

THE MINDFUL ATHLETE by George Mumford - Parallax Press (9781941529065) • $32.50 • HC 
• 272 pp • May 2015 • Sports/Psychology

With a charismatic style that combines mindfulness with lessons from icons like Yoda and Bruce Lee, 
Mumford delivers an engrossing story and an invaluable resource.

GORGE by Kara Richardson Whitely - Seal Press (9781580055598) • $21.95 • PB • 264 pp • April 
2015 • Memoir

In Gorge, Kara shows that big women can do big things.

SHADOW WORK by Craig Lambert - Counterpoint (9781619025257) • $33.95 • HC • 304 pp • 
May 2015 • Social Science/Psychology

Shadow Work offers a field guide to this new phenomenon.

FORENSICS by Val McDermid - Grove/Atlantic (9780802123916) • $33.95 • HC • 320 pp • May 
2015 • Legal/Criminology

Internationally bestselling crime writer Val McDermid picks up the scalpel to uncover the secrets of 
forensic science, from the crime scene to the courtroom

THE SPY’S SON by Bryan Denson - Grove/Atlantic (9780802123589) • $33.95 • HC • 368 pp • 
March 2015 • True Crime/Espionage

Investigative reporter and Pulitzer Prize finalist Bryan Denson tells the riveting story of the Nicholsons-
father and son co-conspirators who deceived their country by selling national secrets to Russia.
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The Flour Peddler is a unique and gripping story that explores the trends and issues of local food 
systems as well as the challenges and power of alternative food movements.

THE NOODLE MAKER OF KALIMPONG by Gyalo Thondup - Public Affairs (9781610392891) 
• $31.00 • HC • 352 pp • April 2015 • History/China

The Dalai Lama's older brother—and his political representative to Chiang Kai-Shek, the CIA, and the 
government of the People’s Republic of China—tells the story of their lives, and of the long struggle 
for Tibetan independence.

CREATURES OF A DAY by Irvin D. Yalom - Basic Books (9780465029648) • $27.50 • HC • 224 
pp • February 2015 • Psychoanalysis/Essays

Creatures of a Day lays bare the necessary task we each face, each day, to make our own lives 
meaningful.

BAD FAITH by Paul Offit - Basic Books (9780465082964) • $34.95 • HC • 272 pp •  March 2015 • 
Medical/Ethics

In Bad Faith, Dr. Paul Offit chronicles the stories of these faithful and their children, whose devastating 
experiences highlight the uneasy relationship between religion and medicine in America.

BIBLIOTECH by John Palfrey - Basic Books (9780465042999) • $30.00 • HC • 240 pp • May 2015 
• Digital/Online

Libraries today are more important than ever. More than just book repositories, libraries can become 
bulwarks against some of the most crucial challenges of our age: unequal access to education, jobs, and 
information.

LESSER BEASTS by Mark Essig - Basic Books (9780465052745) • $31.00 • HC • 288 pp • May 
2015 • History/Animals

An expansive, illuminating history, Lesser Beasts celebrates the long-suffering creature that has been a 
mainstay of civilization since its very beginnings-whether we like it or not.

!

THE FLOUR PEDDLER by Chris Hergesheimer - Caitlin Press (9781927575864) • $24.95 • PB • 
256 pp • March 2015 • Agriculture/Food !
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SEX, DRUGS AND ROCK ’N’ ROLL by Zoe Cormier - Da Capo Press (9780306823930) • $30.00 
• HC • 352 pp • March 2015 • Philosophy/Popular Culture

The science of hedonism.

81 DAYS BELOW ZERO by Brian Murphy - Da Capo Press (9780306823282) • $27.50 • HC • 256 
pp • June 2015 • Biography/History

81 Days Below Zero recounts, for the first time, the full story of Crane's remarkable saga. In a drama of 
staggering resolve with moments of phenomenal luck, Crane learned to survive in the Yukon's 
unforgiving landscape.

NORTH KOREA CONFIDENTIAL by Daniel Tudor - Tuttle Publishing (9780804844581) • 
$24.95 • HC • 224 pp • April 2015 • Social Science/Asia

North Korea is assumed to be a country where everyone worships a power-crazed dictator, where 
vitriolic disputes with neighboring South Korea frequently erupt into violence, where nuclear bombs 
are detonated with alarming regularity, and where most people are perpetually on the verge of 
starvation. But what is life in North Korea really like? Read this book and find out.

COVER IN 
PROGRESS

HOW TO BE A KNOWLEDGE NINJA by Graham Allcott - Icon Books (9781848318168) • 
$25.95 • PB • 288 pp • October 2015 • Self-Help/Personal Growth

Whether you're studying for exams, trying to get essays done or simply need to improve how you 
absorb knowledge in your day-to-day life, it's time to think like a Ninja!
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